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Hello fellow riders,
The end of the year was on the rough side for me, forcing
me to release the Winter edition in January. I really hate
that kind of things. I am usually in control of my life but
this time Murphy was against me all the way... Let’s hope
this year will bring its load of good stuﬀ and memories...
It is not easy to be your editor. I have asked for trip reports, proﬁles reports,
collaboration and so far just a few of you have collaborated articles to this
newsletter. It would be nice to get your input...
It is hard to believe that we are starting our 3rd year with the newsletter.
Time really ﬂies fast. I did not get the meaning of “I wish my days would
have 36hrs” , often said by my Mom when I was a young boy, now I do... It
looks like everything I start needs more time than ever to ﬁnish.
At one point last year, I was contemplating the idea of selling my bike and
buying a scooter. You know, the Vespa type... It took my wife to make me
get out of this down spiral by just saying “get rid of it when you will no longer
be able to handle it safely”. She was right, like you guys, my youth is far
behind me but I am still capable of riding and camping. So here I am... Back
on the saddle.
Writing a newsletter, takes also a lot of good planning. In my case I am
always working on the next 3 issues of the newsletter, which always include
a Special Edition. The next SE, is about sidecars, you are going to like the 80
pages of it, actually I have so much stuﬀ on this topic that you are going to
have another one next year. And like me, you might fall in love with this
way of transportation.
Dealerships come and go all the time, blame it on the economy, bad
management or poor manufacturer support, the fact is that it generates tons
of rumors everywhere. So I decided to email our Moto Guzzi Rep and the
man behind the Wheelsport name to seek some truth. Read more on this
matter on page 31, but so far Piaggio and the dealer are still negotiating.
March is the month I love best after my hibernation. During those 31 days I
will be working in the garage, pampering and getting my RT ready for the
road. Everything will be checked including my camping equipment. Got my
new passport, so I should be able to meet you at those American Rallies if I
do not get an emergency call at work.
By the way, on page 22 you will ﬁnd the perfect get away for you and your
spouse or may be just for an ice cream ride, I was told the ice cream parlor
has quite a good reputation and is very well liked by the locals.
Till next time... Ed.
Pat Castel is known for his involvement with the MOA organization as well as his Editor
position in many past and present club newsletters. He began riding ﬁve decades ago and spent
his youth surrounded by BMW, Moto Guzzi, BSA, Motobecane and Peugeot motorbikes and
remains as much in love with motorcycles as when he ﬁrst got his ﬁrst 49cc Mobylette.
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Phil’s column
It's time for another edition of our newsletter, so hello
again folks, hope you've made it this far through the
winter without going stir crazy!
Since the last newsletter we've had a couple of motorcycle
shows, the latest of which featured the brand new V85TT.
We've heard a lot about this bike over the last couple of
years and we should now be getting it in Canada sometime around June.
Initially there will be two models, a grey one without luggage for $14000
and the colored ones, yellow and white or red and white, for $15000
including side and top boxes. In spite of all we've heard about the engine,
it's still a two valve, pushrod, wet sump, aircooled engine, and, although I'm
sure we can take Guzzi's claim for horsepower with the usual generous
helping of salt, it should be a lot more powerful and fun to ride than even
the latest V7s and V9s. The bike at the show only had a side stand, I forgot
to ask if a centre stand was available and I also forgot to ask about the
electrical system output, a bone of
contention with the small block
engines as far as I'm concerned.
I'm sure the bike will be a big
seller for Guzzi and I believe that
this engine is to be the basis for a
new line of bikes. I have heard
that there is an 850 leMans in the
works and I would love to see a
new version of the 850T. The
future is looking good for Guzzi
and Guzzi riders, let's hope that
they've done their homework on this new machine and that it doesn't suﬀer
from too many of the niggling complaints that unfortunately seem to have
come standard with Moto Guzzis for many years.
As I write this, with a blanket of white stuﬀ outside the window, it's hard to
believe that it is only a few weeks away from the beginning of the riding
season, but hopefully we'll all be ready to go riding when it does arrive.
There will be a group ride around the Port Dover area on the last weekend
in April, but I'm hoping that the weather is good enough for me to go a lot
further south on that weekend, although I will be back for the traditional
season opener ride to the Gorge Country Kitchen on the 5th of May.
After that, we have several rides lined up, and of course all the usual rallies
this year, with the exception of the New Cumberland, West Virginia, rally.
Still haven't heard if there will be anything to replace this popular
Memorial Day weekend event, but here's hoping.
For the latest up-to-date rally and ride news, don't forget to check out the
event calendar and our Yahoo! group page.
Hope to see you all out riding soon,

ONTARIO GUZZI DEALERS
FRED KOLMAN'S
WHEELSPORT LTD.
1390 Youville Dr.
Orleans, ON K1C 2X8
PHONE (613) 841-9400
www.wheelsport.ca

TWO WHEEL MOTORSPORT
5624 Hwy 6
Guelph, ON N1H 6J2
PHONE (519) 836-1957
www.twowheelmotorsport.ca

MOTO GUZZI STAYNER
8166 ON-26
Stayner, ON L0M 1S0
PHONE (705) 429-3822
www.jandrcycle.ca

MOTO GUZZI OF SUDBURY
2083 Armstrong Street
Sudbury, ON P3E 4W2
PHONE (705) 586-8377
www.vespaofsudbury.com

CORSA MECCANICA INC.
34 Futurity Gate, Unit #1
Vaughan, ON L4K 1S6
PHONE (905) 760-9933
www.corsameccanica.com

For the past twenty years, Phil Tunbridge has been the man behind the Ontario Guzzi Riders
club. His dedication and commitment to the club without forgetting his involvement in the
annual rally, allowed for the club to survive and grow.
The Ontario Guzzi Riders
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2020 MOTO GUZZI V7III RACER
NORTH AMERICAN LIMITED EDITION
New for 2019, Piaggio Group Americas is glad to announce
the arrival of the new V7 III Racer Limited Edition
dedicated to USA and Canada only.

Moto Guzzi has maintained a
reputation as one of the world’s
most prominent manufacturers of
motorcycles.
Almost a century of tradition,
passion, and
signiﬁcant
commercial
and sporting
success; almost
a century of
magniﬁcent
motorcycles all
built
in
Mandello del
Lario, combining the best
technologies
with ﬁrst-rate
Italian manufacturing
techniques:
Moto Guzzi
values since
1921.

racing wins, including 14 World
GP titles, 22 world records, and 11
Isle of Man Tourist Trophy wins in
the course of its long history, Moto
Guzzi has an established tradition

of technical solutions that when
paired with its signature bold
styling, make the Moto Guzzi
heritage nothing short of legendary.

With no fewer
than 3,300
The Ontario Guzzi Riders
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The new Moto Guzzi V7 III Racer
Limited Edition is not only the
sportiest of the range , but also the
one with the most prestigious parts.
This backs Moto Guzzi’s ability to
continuously create true customs
directly from the factory.

The ﬁnal indication of this model's
exclusivity is the “Limited Edition”
logo and the unit number laser
inscribed on the steering plate .

V7III Racer Limited Edition
will be available June in the
United States at an MSRP of
$9,990 and July in Canada at
an MSRP of $11,590.

There are numerous technical and
aesthetic diﬀerences that
distinguish it from the previous
version and from the other V7 III
models. As for the stylistic aspects,
the V7 III Racer Limited Edition
introduces a glossy white and red
new graphic.
This feature is reminiscent of the
“Rosso Corsa” color chosen to
paint the frame and the swing-arm:
an explicit reminder of the ﬁrst
1971 V7 Sport series, nicknamed
“red frame.” The V7 III Racer
Limited Edition's sporty nature is
emphasized by its semi-handlebars
and its splendid, humped seat .
In accordance with tradition, the
Racer has a single-seater sport bike
look, but in reality, this new version
is approved for two-up riding. In
fact, it has passenger foot pegs and,
as before, the seat cover can be
easily removed when necessary. The
spoked wheels have black channels
and red Moto Guzzi stickers like
the other sport models from the
brand.
Other premium components that
stand out are the set-back foot pegs,
which are machined from solid
billets, the lightened steering stem
and the steering yoke guard. The
most important technical
innovation is the V7 III Racer
Limited Edition’s Öhlins shock
absorbers, adjustable in spring
preload and in rebound and
compression . The top name in
suspension, the Öhlins suspension
ensures top performance while
throttling some backroads.
The Ontario Guzzi Riders
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Martini Griso 1200 Custom Build

The Ontario Guzzi Riders
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Moto Guzzi Griso custom build with Martini racing Livery.
We have only built a few of these very special Martini racing inspired machines. This is the last one available and we are
in the process of building it. This outstanding bike will be completed late October and can be secured with a deposit.
Bespoke leather seat with colour coded stitching and matching handlebar pad.
•
•
•
•

Ferrari red rocker covers
Black Billet indicators
Tail tidy
Incredible pearlescent Martini racing paint scheme

•
•
•
•

Renthal fatbars with crossbar
Bespoke stainless steel shotgun style exhaust system
Avon Trailrider Tires
Ceramic coated satin black headlight rim, exhaust system
and top yoke
The cost of the modiﬁcations to this bike are
well in excess of £2000 pounds
Only one available at this price £11995
Finance/PCP available
Contact:
Email: enquiries@motostrada.co.uk
Phone: 01274 592 500
•

The Ontario Guzzi Riders
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You may not like the paint job of the Guzzi Sport, but you’re deﬁnitely going to like the other work that’s been
done to it.
The bike remind me of the BMW R1100S – attractive and sporty-ish with torquey twin engines. You’ll never win a
drag race or top speed challenge against a contemporary Japanese supersport but these are great daily riders that
won’t kill you if you try to do a few 400-500 miles days on them.
Visually, the Moto Guzzi Sport 1100i stood out from its Japanese competition because the proportions of plastics
to engine made it look so COOL.
The Ontario Guzzi Riders
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Fighter Jet – 1997 Moto Guzzi Sport 1100i
This bike (VIN: zgukfakfxvm112204) has just under 30,000 miles and an impressive list of modiﬁcations.
Highlights include a Mistral crossover and carbon ﬁber exhaust, 10.5:1 pistons from Moto International, Carillo
connecting rods, aluminum ﬂywheel, dual-plug heads, and even more engine work. In addition, you’ll get a Moto
International EPROM chip, Givi mounts and two bags, and Helibars – the idea is that you’ll get more power and
more comfort.
Not a bad combination, as long as you don’t mind the paint job.
The Ontario Guzzi Riders
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MOTO-STUDIO
‘STORMO 219’
by Ross Sharp

The Ontario Guzzi Riders
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Those who’ve followed Bike Shed from the early days
will be aware of our penchant for Moto Guzzis and in
particular those built by Bruce McQuiston of
Moto-Studio. Choosing to shy away from the perhaps
simpler task of customizing round barrel 850 and 1000s
Moto-Studio builds, those that aren’t Ducatis, tend to
be based on the later and more powerful 1100 Sport.
This build began life as a carburettored 1100 Sport
from the mid-nineties. I’m sure even loyal owners of
won’t deny that the stock bike looks ungainly, I haven’t
ridden one but from what I hear it’s a bike that can
hustle, beneath a pilot sporting adequately sized
cojones. These aren’t ﬂickable, nimble machines. The
owner of this particular example is a graphic designer
with clients such as Nike, HBO, Redbull, Fiat, Dodge
and Chrysler in their portfolio. Someone who
appreciates subtle and considered design then. Which is
handy as buying a Moto-Studio bike is a bit like a
Phillippe Stark kettle, it boils water just like a pan does,
but if you’re an appreciator of good design it’ll make
you feel all warm inside at the same time.
This 1100 was immediately put on a diet, shedding over
40 kgs bringing the dry weight down to around 190kgs.
No mean feat considering the power plant and
transmission is a particularly burly one. Moto-Studio’s
tried and tested carbon seat unit goes a long way not
only reducing the headline ﬁgure but also keeping what
The Ontario Guzzi Riders

girth remains nice and low down. A few builds ago the
guys stripped the stock loom out of one of these things
and it tipped the scales at over 6kgs! A Motogadget
M-unit system and completely new harness put
together in-house by Max replaces only a fraction of
this weight whilst adding up-to-date reliability and
eﬃciency.
The machined aluminum subframe struts are also
Moto-Studio’s design and are again lighter whilst
looking sleeker and more reﬁned than the tubular
frame and cast bracket setup on the stock bike. To
make the most of this new found sprightliness a couple
of ponies have been released by way of re-jetted carbs on
velocity stacks and free-ﬂowing exhausts by Cone
Engineering. Even if you do go crazy on these motors in
the hunt for power the gearing will always be tall,
especially for hammering around the city, exactly where
the owner intended to ride. Zydeco Racing were called
in to supply a shorter ratio shaft drive ring gear and
pinion which dramatically increases acceleration and
the notion of speed, without troubling the law. Too
much anyway.
The Stormo monicker references Italian Air Force
squadrons ﬂying during the Cold War. This bike,
Stormo 219, features surface treatments and a colour
palette that hark back to that era, and conform to the
rest of the Moto-Studio’s sophisticated portfolio.
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AUTO FABRICA TYPE 9
Words by Ross Sharp · Bike by Auto Fabrica

Modes of transport with an engine on display
are inﬁnitely more appealing than those locking
away their inner beauty, one of the reasons why
motorcycles have such kerb appeal. Cars look
way better when at least some part of their
inner workings made visible through a chink in
the hood or through a scoop, or better,
completely exposed.
Moto Guzzi has been knocking out bikes for
nearly a century and for half of that their air
cooled V-twin engine has powered some of the
most iconic and lusted after motorcycles in
history. It’s as if designer Giulio Cesare
Carcano looked at a radial aeroplane engine
and chopped a couple of cylinders out. When
mounted in a Tonti frame is there are more
visceral blend of mechanicals in a bike?
The talented guys behind Auto Fabrica, Bujar
and Gaz, have demonstrated time and again
that they have not only an eye for exquisite
design but the capability to bring that to life in
metal.
For this build, Type 9, they wanted a more
imposing donor than a Norton or BSA but
were keen to maintain a classic aesthetic. This
Le Mans MK3 cropped up and ﬁtted the bill
perfectly.
Bujar explains the design process, “The donor
bike came in and we started design work
immediately, after spending a few hours
analysing the bike, we noticed there was a slight
issue in terms of rear tyre clearence between the
seat and frame, we initially thought about
introducing a frame loop at the rear like our Type
2 but this proved to be unfeasable, with these
The Ontario Guzzi Riders
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issues in mind and the need to create
something unique and slightly left-ﬁeld we
begun sketching, Photoshopping and
rendering the designs.”
“We wanted to create an almost spoiler esque
feel with the rear seat, making the bike look
as though it’s moving when standing still, we
have become quite obsessed with following
lines of frames onto bodywork with all of our
builds and this boxy Guzzi base made us
approach the design in a diﬀerent way. The
‘ﬂoating’ top surface of the seat hump is 2mm
aluminium doubled-up, shaped and then
welded to the subframe (also made out of
aluminium).”
“The rear light needed to be special to reﬂect
the rest of the bike and we opted for a simple
rectangle unit but integrated in an
interesting way, the louvered sections either
side of the light are aluminium and a styling
extension of the engine’s cooling ﬁns which
gives a fantastic 80s/90s Ferrari Testarossa
feel, this is exactly the look we wanted.”
The AF crew are traditionalists, pushing
their craft further with each build, keen to
learn metal shaping techniques which a
generation or two ago would have been
commonplace. It’s great to see the guys
developing their own style through a mix of
ingenuity and old school methods.
Bujar explains “The tank needed to match
some of the styling but also integrate curves to
avoid a boxy look. We made it from 2.5mm
aluminium and shaped it in-house on the
The Ontario Guzzi Riders
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English wheel. The petrol cap is a push and twist
aluminium unit which gives the top line of the bike a very
sleek feel as there are no protruding pieces. Continuing the
minimal approach the cockpit was cleared of all clutter,
superseded by a Motogadget Motoscope Mini sunk into a
recess in the tank. Considered design.”
To make the most of this cleanliness wiring to the tiny
push button switches is hidden within the custom
stainless clipons. Stock Guzzi levers are a design feature
in themselves so were vapour blasted and returned to
their new home, low down on the rebuilt forks.
“The frame has been cleaned up and de-lugged, suspension
wise we have lowered the front 25mm and raised the rear
with 340mm Hagon Shocks, we wanted the stance of the
bike to have a bit of an ‘ass up’ feel. The tyres are Avon
Roadrunners 18 front and back.”
“The rear brake assembly has been redesigned as the
standard caliper and mount protrude and weren’t in
keeping with the slick look we were after. Now the caliper
is mounted oﬀ the swingarm and hidden out of sight.
Front brakes are Brembo 4 pots from a Ducati which
imporved the braking immensely.”
Despite the slender, lightweight body a few more
horses were coaxed from the bulletproof 850cc twin
thanks to ported and ﬂowed heads and a re-jetted carbs.
The now signature sweeping stainless exhausts (sand
ﬁlled and bent – no mandrel benders in the AF
workshop, yet) look as if the engine is a tube extrusion
machine rather than a motor. Small baﬄes are
seamlessly incorporated to take the edge oﬀ the exhaust
note. We had the Type 9 at Bike shed London for our
launch weekend and can conﬁrm it sounds fantastic,
loud without being obnoxious.
Sadly The Type 9 was removed from our building last
week and delivered to its new owner, but not before a
thorough road test by Bujar and Gaz and not us, more’s
the pity.
Auto Fabrica’s bikes may well be jaw dropping to look
at, but they need to perform too. Although this bike is
not for sale I dare say another will have been ordered to
this spec by now.
“Overall the bike feels and rides superb, performance has
been greatly improved and lack of weight has helped
immensly in the handling department.”
The Ontario Guzzi Riders
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With 180HP, that
makes the work
easier for me !

Somehow, it is not
what I expected!

The Ontario Guzzi Riders
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MEMBER PROFILE

N° 008
IDENTITY
!
!
!
!
!

Name:!
Birth year:!
Address:!
Country:!
Email:!

Marek Strzelbickiski
1968
Kitchener, On
Canada
marekplca@yahoo.com

CLUB
!
!
!

Position:!
Member since:!
!
MOTORCYCLE!
! Brand:!
! Model:!
! Year:!

Member
2014
!
!
Moto Guzzi!
California!
2013!

I'm relatively new to motorcycles but loving
it.
My Father had a SHL M11 - 173CC (see picture
with my brother on it in Poland).
I guess the riding bug was passed on to me.
I started riding in 2012 on a Suzuki Boulevard
C50 (my training wheels), trouble free bike
but it was too pretty and not mean enough.
In 2013 I fell in love with a Moto Guzzi
California 1400.

I am fortunate to have met a
very nice group of people at
the Ontario Guzzi Riders club,
where I can find out more about
the brand.
Since most of them have more
years/km of riding then I,
there is a lot I can learn from
them. I'm looking forward to
great rides in 2017.

The Ontario Guzzi Riders
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In 2010 the Italian Film Maker and Actor Andrea Livio decided to leave
everything behind and embark on a 986 days journey around the world on his
Moto Guzzi Stelvio. He called it “Stelvio2Stelvio”.
Not everybody is cut off for that type of adventure. In today’s world you have
to be a nut to embark on such journey or like Andrea, your quest for the
unknown is so big you just can’t resist the call of the wild.
Fortunately for him, he came back alive from this extraordinary adventure.

The Ontario Guzzi Riders
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A bit overloaded with work at that time, he made no
plans. He had only one goal: to depart.
Of course, no planning left him with some obstacles:
for one, he was six months too late to book his ﬁrst boat
ticket, but 15 days before the boat’s departure he got
the phone call: one passenger had cancelled his trip.
Livio could take his place.
Andrea managed to leave in a hurry. He drove from
Stelvio Pass, Italy, to France and embarked. He had no
GPS, no sponsors, no budget, only a couple of maps, a
compass and some coins to ﬂip!
He started his journey in South-America. After one
month on the boat – and some stops in the North of
Africa - he disembarked in Brasil and hit the road. First
he rode to Argentina, Buenos Aires, and then up until
Colombia.
It is here that he encountered one of the best – and at
the same time, one of the worst – parts of his trip.
Andrea took a fond liking in Peru’s mountain roads, its
beautiful landscapes and ever-changing atmospheres.
The Ontario Guzzi Riders

He experienced the toughest part of his trip when he
arrived in Colombia. In order to continue his trip to
North-America he needed money, so he looked for a
job. He found himself working on a boat between
Turbo and Panama, for one month. Hard work it was,
and he was cut oﬀ from communication with his
friends and family; nobody knew where he was. Or
how…
Eventually all the hard work and deprivation paid oﬀ
when he arrived in Alaska; it doesn’t go much further
than that!!!
Unfortunately he ended up missing the boat in Canada
going to Japan. Having to adapt again, Andrea went
back to Colombia where he had to wait for the next
opportunity. Several months later he rode to Lima to
take a boat to Seoul, South Korea. From there he
embarked on the ﬁnal part of the trip riding back to
Stelvio Pass through Russia, Georgia, Turkey, Bulgary,
Romania, Hungary, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Austria
and Germany!
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JOURNEY IN ITALY ON A 750-S3
THE GUZZI OF A LIFETIME
Text by Luigi Marsili, with Tracy’s useful help with the English translation
Photos by Jürgen Ulbrich

The Ontario Guzzi Riders
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What does it mean to ride a Moto
Guzzi? It means embracing a
history that has been almost one
hundred years in the making, but
above all it means writing new
stories every time you climb on the
bike and start up the engine.
Many of these stories we keep for
ourselves, but many others instead
deserve be told to those who, like
all Proud Owners, share that same
profound passion for the “Eagle”,
and Jürgen’s experience is a prime
example.
A voyage that has been ongoing for
thirty years, proof of an individual’s
love of Moto Guzzi and of Italy,
written up for us by Luigi, a
member of the community who
was one of the ﬁrst to remain truly
amazed by the serene beauty of this
genuine Guzzi story.
Thanks a lot to Jürgen and Luigi,
enjoy the read!

Köln 1982.
The dream that came true.
The best thing about this story is
that we are able to narrate it from
the start. The story begins in
Cologne back in 1982. On an
unspeciﬁed day of that year, Jürgen
went down to a bike workshop. A
dear friend had told him that an
The Ontario Guzzi Riders

elderly lady had dropped oﬀ her
son’s motorcycle at the workshop
with the intention of selling it. Left
standing and never started up since
the owner died tragically, the bike
just lay there, virtually abandoned.
This said, this story bears all the
hallmarks of the most classic stories
that every fan, not only of
motorcycles, has heard numerous
times in their lives. Stories that
sound surreal, but that is not the
case here. Yes, because on that day,
Jürgen had actually gone down to
that workshop to take a look at that
very bike, without knowing either
the make or model. Once inside, he
saw the bike almost entirely hidden
under a heavy blanket, the only
trace of care and loving kindness
that she had been shown over many
years of indiﬀerence.
When Jürgen reached the bike, he
lifted a corner of the dusty blanket
and saw the left side of the bike.
Still visibly excited to this day, he
tells me that, at the sight of the
“750-S3” badge, he did not have the
slightest hesitation and all he said
to the mechanic was, “Alright, I’ll
take it!’
Muscular, clear-eyed and with facial
features that reveal his Eastern
European origins, these days Jürgen
is a well-established journalist,
21

husband and father of ﬁve children,
two of whom have given him three
splendid grandchildren. At the
time, however, he was a penniless
student like so many others, who
had only previously owned a few
50cc and 125cc bikes; the kind of
bikes that people buy based on
aﬀordability, not desirability.
Jürgen, however, had clear ideas
and a dream that he felt was
unattainable. Every day he saw and
heard an S3 going by, one that
belonged to his neighbor who, to be
honest, was not even a very nice
guy. Jürgen says that every time the
neighbor’s S3 passed by, he asked
himself a question to which there
was no easy answer and which thus
remained unanswered: “How can
any motorcycle be so beautiful?”
These days, when talking about
those years he adds that, “It seemed
enormous, long, but at the same
time very agile and powerful. To
me it was the most beautiful bike in
the world”. A few days after that
fateful workshop visit, Jürgen
bought the S3 and thus fulﬁlled his
dream. Having brought it home,
our neo-Guzzi owner began to give
the bike the kind of care and
attention that she deserved and did
some work on her since she had not
even been started up for a very long
time. Jürgen certainly did not even
begin to imagine what fate had in
store for him from then on: just
think how he would have felt if he
had known that the 750-S3 would
be responsible for a meeting that
would literally change his life. Years
passed, ﬁve years to be precise, and
the time had come for his
Italienische Reise.

Summer 1987.
The ﬁrst journey in Italy.
It was 1987 and Jürgen decided to
take a trip to Italy, obviously not in
a carriage or on the back of a
2019 News Express N°13

donkey as did his fellow
countryman Goethe and many
other scholars and aristocrats of the
old Europe, but riding that twin
that he was becoming increasingly
proud of as time passed. The trip
lasted six weeks. Jürgen and his S3
crossed the whole of Italy, from
Trentino all the way down to the
deep South, passing through Emilia
Romagna, Tuscany, Campania and
on to Basilicata. It was a trip unlike
any other he had ever done. What
Jürgen took back to his Cologne
were not just the ﬂavours, smells
and landscapes of Italy, but also the
heart of a woman that he had met
by chance in the Lucania region.
Rossana was the name of the girl
who would become his wife some
time later and Bernalda was the
town in which their fateful meeting
took place.
The memory of that six-week trip is
still very much alive in the mind of
our friend, as is his amazement,
mixed with a little healthy anger at
how critical the Italians were of
that S3. In fact, still today, Jürgen
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cannot understand why, even in
those days, Italians considered
Guzzis to be has-been bikes that
were basically old-fashioned and
not very attractive. Of all people,
Italians should be proud of
themselves and proud of these
bikes, just as proud as Jürgen
already was at the time.

1987-2017: the Journey in
Italy thirty years after.
Sturdy and built to last, like every
other Guzzi, the S3 had always
been there at our friend’s side. The
years, however, moved on fast, as
did the lightened ﬂywheel and the
increasing number of valves! Thirty
years passed, to be precise. This was
a nice round number and
important enough to drive Jürgen
to celebrate that glorious journey
and that faithful motorcycle. Thus
was born the idea to undertake
another trip to Italy with that same
S3. As he had done the ﬁrst time
around, our friend traversed the
entire Peninsula, from the Alps to
the Sicilian seashore, from
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“pizzoccheri” to “arancini”, via
Spluga, Mandello del Lario and
most of northern Italy, Garda,
Milan, Friuli, Florence, the Val
d’Orcia, Rome, the Amalﬁ Coast
and Bernalda, where Jürgen
stopped oﬀ to greet his wife,
children and grandchildren who
were there on holiday at the time.
From Bernalda, his trip proceeded
towards Calabria across the lunar
landscape of Mount Etna until he
reached Palermo. On the way back,
while passing through Puglia, the
Marche and Emilia, Jürgen decided
to make the last stop of his second
trip to Italy in Mandello del Lario
in time to celebrate the 96th
anniversary of Moto Guzzi
(September 8-10).
In all, his trip took about forty days
and he covered around eight
thousand kilometres. However, this
time around Jürgen found a
warmth and welcome that moved
him, he says. With the help of
social media, he told his story and
above all, was able to share his
passion in a totally natural way. For
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this reason he found many people
happy to welcome him back like an
old friend. In fact, at our ﬁrst
meeting, I felt like I was meeting up
again with a long-lost friend that I
had known forever, after a long
absence. Jürgen says that this
warmth and empathy are typical of
us Italians but we believe, or at least
we like to believe that, as we have
repeated time and again, the
reasons are very diﬀerent. Certainly
there is a rediscovered passion for
the brand, so big and deep that it
was perceived by everyone right
away. These days, in addition to the
legendary bike he purchased back
in 1982, Jürgen also owns another
S3, a Le Mans II and a V35, but we
certainly do not intend to measure
his love purely by the number of
bikes he owns! Stating that Guzzis
have a soul is not something you say
merely for eﬀect, a cliché or a
personal opinion, but is something
that is clearly demonstrated by this
trip and this story that bears the
unmistakeable trademark of the
“Eagle of Lario”. Two timeless loves
and a bike that is part of life, these
are the elements that make this a
truly Guzzi-style story.
We cannot explain why this is, but
Jürgen’s love for his S3 has
remained unchanged for
thirty-seven years. It is no
coincidence that in Mandello, on a
rainy Sunday afternoon, his last
before returning to Cologne,
looking at his bike he confessed to
us that “Io zono ancora inamoratto
della mia S3, come il primo ciorno”
(I’m still in love with my S3 like the
ﬁrst day). This sentence is so typical
of Jürgen, not so much for his
Italian spoken with a strong
German accent, but for his
unwavering and profound passion,
which makes him a true Guzzi lover
and his story as unique as only a
genuine Guzzi story could ever be.
The Ontario Guzzi Riders
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The Opinicon Resort: An old Ontario favorite returns to glory
The Opinicon Resort at Chaﬀey's
Lock on the Rideau Canal had
reopened after a two-year hiatus.
This grande dame of ﬁshing lodges,
90 minutes from Ottawa, was built
as a private home in the late 1800s,
morphing into an Adirondack-style
lodge that attracted scores of
vacationing families.
In 1921, the rambling wooden
main house and several cabins
opened as the Opinicon Hotel. The
same family would run the property
(and its popular ice-cream parlour)
for 90 years.
At its peak, the hotel employed 40
full-time ﬁshing guides plus
bellhops, and was renowned for its
roast-beef dinners. By 2012, when
For Sale signs appeared, the
Opinicon had earned its storied
reputation.
The Ontario Guzzi Riders

"This place was totally happening in
its glory years," says new owner
Fiona McKean, whose childhood
memories include afternoon boat
trips along the canal for ice cream
at the Opinicon General Store.
When the old hotel, closed since
2012, came up for auction last
December, McKean and her
husband, Shopify CEO Tobias
Lutke, bid on the 110-year-old
property. It was a decision based
not on logic, but on love.
"We drove down to look, but it was
covered in snow," says McKean, who
was hugely pregnant at the time. "I
blame the hormones," she says with a
laugh about their blind bid.
Th i s s p r i n g , w h i l e L u t k e ' s
mushrooming business kept him
busy, McKean, baby on hip, became
24

restorer-in-chief. "This place was
ready for a bulldozer."
Solid community support is one of
the couple's rewards for their rescue
operation ("The next-highest bidder
planned a trailer park," McKean
almost shudders). Over iced tea on
the big wooden veranda, she
conﬁdes that 500 people wrote
"uplifting comments" on their
Facebook announcement page, and
an appeal for help clearing the
grounds in mid-April brought
crowds carrying rakes. By the end
of the cleanup day, over hot dogs
and pop, McKean recalls locals
"telling stories [about the old days]
with tears in their eyes."
The resort reopened in June with
the important things in place: a
liquor licence, gleaming hardwood
in the dining room, a barkeep that
2019 News Express N°13

makes a mean Planter's Punch and
chef Angela Baldwin – a "total
gem," McKean says. The airy, bright
dining room overlooks shaded
green lawns sloping down to
Opinicon Lake, where yellow
kayaks, red canoes and
paddleboards await.
The countryside around Chaﬀey's
Lock has long been popular for
relaxing drives, with stops at maple
syrup producers, cheese mongers
and award-winning mustard
makers. But the resort's reopening
has stirred things up. "Something's
happening in Chaﬀey's Lock," is how
the cottagers put it.
While the restoration continues,
the Opinicon (open till
Thanksgiving) remains in a
soft-opening phase. Depending on
chance, you get anything from
1960s to 1980s decor in the
cottages. There are no TVs or
phones, but visitors will ﬁnd new
mattresses, embroidered pillow
cases, silky-fresh sheets and a set of
Opinicon glasses to take home.
WiFi reception is excellent.
McKean promises "big plans ahead"
for the resort, which she'll
eventually announce on social
media. And the look they're going
for? "Authentic, but cool," she says.
The Opinicon's Facebook friends
will continue to play a role, as they
did when submitting ideas for
ice-cream ﬂavours in the store.
(Pistachio was the clear winner.)
Contact
1697 Chaﬀeys Lock Road
Elgin, ON K0G 1E0
Canada
1 (613) 359-5233
Email:
staywithus@opinicon.com

The Ontario Guzzi Riders
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John Boyd Dunlop - The father of the pneumatic tire.
Few would argue that man’s
greatest invention was the wheel.
But, the greatest improvment on
the original concept was made by
one John Boyd Dunlop - the man
widely considered in historical
circles as the father of the
pneumatic tire.
Dunlop was born in 1840 in the
little Ayrshire village of Dreghorn.
He took a degree in veterinary
surgery at Edinburgh University at
the age of nineteen, and by the
1880s had a successful practice in
Belfast, where he had settled in
1867. He also had a son, Johnny,
aged about ten, on whom he
obviously doted, for he had bought
the boy a little chain-driven tricycle
on which to ride to school.

rubber sheeting stuck with solution
and held to the rim by a spiral of
canvas wound between the spokes;
a tread of vulcanised rubber
protected the tube from punctures.
A Chamber Of Rubber To
Contain Air Under Pressure
Dunlop found that not only did
these 'pneumatic tires' (which were
inﬂated, through a non-return
valve, by a football pump) ease the
road shocks, but also made it far

Johnny, however, was a typical
small boy, and complained that the
tricycle was not comfortable
enough: the solid tires, he claimed,
jarred at him as he rode over the
stony streets. So Dunlop set about
ﬁnding some way of easing the road
shocks.
Inspired, possibly, by memories
from his Edinburgh days of 'aerial
wheels' invented by the Scottish
engineer R. W. Thomson in 1845,
he cut two discs of wood.
Round one of them he ﬁtted an
inﬂated sheet-rubber air tube, held
in place by a strip of canvas nailed
to the wooden 'wheel'. He bowled
the two discs along the ground, and
found that the one with the
inﬂated tire ran farther than the
plain one. This, then, was the
answer to Johnny's problem, and
Dunlop decided to ﬁt inﬂatable
tires to the rear wheels of the boy's
tricycle. The rim was a circular strip
of thin wood from a round cheese
box, the tube was made from
The Ontario Guzzi Riders

easier to pedal the tricycle, which
just rolled over the irregularities.
Dunlop saw that there might be
commercial possibilities in the idea
and, on 23 July 1888, took out a
patent at Belfast for a 'chamber of
rubber or other suitable material to
contain air under pressure or
otherwise, fastened to the rim by
the most convenient method'.
Next, he looked around for
someone who would assist him in
his experiments, and called on a
ﬁrm of Belfast cycle agents, R. W.
Edlin and Finlay Sinclair. They
were naturally skeptical - after all
Dunlop couldn't even ride a bicycle
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- so Dunlop put his invention to a
simple test. Young Johnny
challenged Edlin's eighteen year old
son to a race - pneumatic tired
tricycle against solid tired bicycle and won. Convinced, Edlin and
Sinclair built some cycles with
specially widened forks to take the
new tires.
Dunlop asked them to make the
front wheel of 28 inches diameter
and the rear wheel of 34 inches. 'I
was afraid the rear wheel, having to
carry the principle weight of the rider
and withstand the driving strain,
would not wear well unless made
large' he wrote. Although Edlin and
Sinclair were impressed, Dunlop
could not interest the big cycle
companies in the pneumatic tires,
as they had huge stocks of
components suitable only for
solid-tired machines, and were
reluctant to take up an invention
that would render their products
obsolete overnight.
Racing cyclists, however, had no
vested interests to protect, and
Dunlop immediately aroused their
curiosity by proclaiming that the
pneumatic tire would increase the
speed of their machines. In the
autumn of 1888, he arranged for
local racing cyclists to try a
pneumatic tire at the Ormeau Park
Track in Belfast. Among those who
came along was William Hume of
the Belfast Cruisers Cycle Club,
who had just retired from
competition after a fall from his
high wheeled ordinary bicycle.
After trying Dunlop's pneumatic,
he changed his mind, and decided
to start racing again, using the new
tire.
Edlin and Sinclair built him a
racing cycle, but many events then
2019 News Express N°13

were closed to all but solid-tired
machines. The ﬁrst contest for
which his bicycle was eligible was
the Belfast Queen's College Sports,
in 1889. Hume won all four races
in which he was entered, beating
three of the famous DuCros
brothers - Alfred, Willie and
Harvey - who, at that time, were
regarded as virtually invincible on
their ordinaries. In fact, the Du
Cros brothers were so convinced
that they stood no chance against
Hume, that they took the train
home to Dublin without waiting
for the conclusion of the race
meeting.
To preserve family honour, a return
match was arranged between Hume
and the most accomplished cyclist
of the six young DuCros brothers Arthur - a fortnight later at the
North of Ireland Cricket Club
Sports, on the same grass track
course as before. This time, the
ground was hard and dry, and Du
Cros's solid-tired Humber came in
ahead of Hume, but the closeness
of the match convinced Harvey Du
Cros senior that there was 'more
than mere air in the inﬂated tire',
and he arranged a meeting with
Dunlop to discuss marketing the
pneumatic tire commercially.
A few weeks later, the pneumatic
tire was introduced to England, at
the Liverpool Police Sports. Again,
William Hume was the rider and,
the moment he appeared on the
ﬁeld, a roar of contemptuous
laughter went up. Shouts of
derision-'pudding wheels ... mud
cart ... steam roller ... cartwheels'went up, for none of the spectators
had ever seen anything like the
2-inch-section tires ﬁtted to the
'Humeatic' bicycle. 'If I'd known you
were going to ride a machine like
that old home-made Irish bicycle,'
jeered the handicapper, 'I'd have put
The Ontario Guzzi Riders

you on a longer mark.' However,
when Hume won the one-mile and
three-mile open handicaps with
ease, the laughter turned to
amazement.

was far from perfect. Its biggest
disadvantage was that it was
cemented on to the rim, which
made repairing punctures a major
task.

When the machine was put on
display in the window of a cycle
store in Lime Street, Liverpool,
a ft e r t h e r a c e , t h e c r o w d s
overﬂowed the pavement onto the
road, and the police had to be called
in to keep order. The time was now
ripe to market the invention. In
November 1889, the prospectus of
the Pneumatic tire Company was
issued and within two years R. J.
Mecredy could write that 'the
pneumatic tire had thoroughly
revolutionized the cycling trade',
for the pneumatic tire was
admirably suited to the recently
introduced small-wheeled safety
bicycle, and these two novelties
formed a powerful sales
combination.

As early as 1889, the Michelin
brothers of Clermont-Ferrand,
France, had devised a detachable
pneumatic to overcome this
problem, thus founding France's
major tire-manufacturing company.
In 1890, W. E. Bartlett patented
the Clincher tire, in which the
cover was retained on the rim by
the pressure of the air in the tube,
while in 1892 the Dunlop
Company adopted Charles
Kingston Welch's wired-on cover
and well-base rim, which was
patented in 1890 and still in
world-wide use in 1977.

Though John Boyd Dunlop's image
and superscription were used in
promoting the new tire, he had no
share in its commercial success, as
he had sold his. patent for £700 to
Harvey DuCros; indeed, when the
Dunlop Pneumatic tire Company
held a dinner at London's Hotel
Metropole a decade later, to
celebrate the tenth anniversary of
the pneumatic tire, John Boyd
Dunlop's name was not among the
guests of honour - it was Harvey
DuCros to whom they drank a
toast.

During the 1890s many rival types
of pneumatic were put on the
market, but it was the
Dunlop-Welch tire which set the
pace (although it was the Clincher
which found favour with motorists
in the 1897-1925 period). Many
men have made fortunes out of the
pneumatic tire, which was a
fundamental part of the
transportation revolution, but John
Boyd Dunlop remained a vet all his
life, although he eventually learned
how to ride a bicycle. He died on
23 October 1921 in Dublin and his
son, the world's ﬁrst rider on
pneumatics, pre-deceased him by a
year.

The Dunlop Company was just one
of those concerns which, during the
great cycle boom of the 1890s, was
ﬂoated for vast sums by that king
among company promotors, Terah
Hooley. Hooley gained control of
Dunlop for £3 million, and resold
it for £5 million in one of the major
coups of his ﬂamboyant career.
However, the original Dunlop tire
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MOTORCYCLE
FUNERALS
LTD
by Roy and Chris
Directly from England, this article is
a courtesy of Martyn Aves, Editor
of the newsletter Outlook.
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Martyn wondered if I fancied a
trip see the Rev. Paul Sinclair’s
motorcycle funeral business and
do a write up on it. A date was
duly ﬁxed and we arrived in
Measham, which is quite a nice
town in what used to be a mining
area. This is where his outﬁts are
made.
Motorcycle Funerals Limited is
the ﬁrst ever motorcycle funeral
business in the history of the UK.
Paul started the business in 2002,
although he has been a minister
for nearly 25 years. His last
church was in Willesden, just a
stone’s throw from the Ace Café.
Paul still oﬃciates at a few
funerals himself. As he says, why
should not someone who was
passionate about riding
motorbikes get their last ride on a
bike. Chris asked him what his
client base was mostly, only to
have Paul tell her that all of his
clients are dead!! When we all
stopped laughing, he went on to
say that he has a lot of elderly
clients who used to have sidecars
and / or solos; he also said that in
some cases he has widows asking
for his services because they
would not allow the late husband
to have a motorcycle, and then
felt guilty about it!
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We arrived to ﬁnd the workshop
with ﬁve motorcycle sidecar
hearses ready to go and ﬁve more
waiting to be to be built.
Paul hopes to have a dozen outﬁts
on the road in the foreseeable
future.
To cover the whole of the UK
they often have a number of
outﬁts out on the same day; on
one occasion they had ﬁve out, all
in the snow! Most of the outﬁts
are Triumph-powered; however
they also have a Harley Davidson
and a Suzuki Hayabusa.
When Phil Primmer of West
Country Sidecars wanted to retire
in 2006 Paul thought it would be
an ideal set-up to start making his
own sidecar hearses, as he wanted
to develop a national ﬂeet, so he
took on Phil’s ﬁrm, thus releasing
him into the life of the retired
raconteur. However, Phil remains
in touch behind the scenes as an
advisor to Paul’s manufacturing
and testing team.
Th e h e a r s e s a r e n o w a l l
manufactured in house and are
they are made to a highly
professional standard. We were
surprised when Paul switched on
the air-con unit in one of the
hearses. He explained that this is
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needed because the moisture
from the ﬂowers causes the glass
panels in the hearses to steam up.
The hearses are also ﬁtted with
inside lighting to show up the
coﬃn more on a dull day. The
fronts of the hearses are ﬁtted
with little doors on either side.
Paul explained that this is not for
feet to stick out, but to arrange
the ﬂowers on the coﬃn. Also,
sometimes a last wish is that the
deceased should travel with his /
her boots. These cannot be
cremated, but they can be placed
inside the hearse through the
little doors. What attention to
detail!
The outﬁts are immaculate and
very well maintained - they have
to be ready to go. All the hearses
bear the letters REV on the
license plates!
They have also made seven model
sidecar hearses - these are for
display in undertakers’ windows.
They are 42% of full size and are 4
feet long, 3 feet wide, and 2 feet
high. Unfortunately we did not
see these as they were all out on
display
When time allows Paul would like
to make the occasional
high-quality sidecar for the
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and turns, with plenty of country
lanes and some faster roads.
I had previously asked some of
our local funeral directors about
sidecar funerals and found quite a
diﬀerence in the prices charged.
Some added on a small extra
charge on top of Paul’s fees, but
some others want to add on over
100% more than he charges.
general public to buy, but this
would only be now and again, as
they are very busy.
I spotted a Dnepr outﬁt with a
battered sidecar mudguard. This
is used as a training outﬁt when
people apply to work for the ﬁrm.
Quite a few applicants who
thought that riding an outﬁt was
easy fail at this stage - hence the
bent mudguard!! The next stage
is to handle the hearse outﬁt and
ﬁnally to be trained in all matters
relating to the funeral side of
things.
Paul also told us that when
handling the funeral of a child,
the coﬃn is placed to one side in
the hearse, nearest to the rider of
the bike. This seems to give
family and friends a measure of
comfort that the little one is being
specially looked after on his / her
last journey.
Paul has found that clients often
like a burst of speed on the ﬁnal
run, particularly if it includes a
nice twisty lane.
Th e o u t ﬁ t s a r e a l l D V L A
approved sidecar hearses and as
such the riders do not have to
wear crash helmets.
However Paul told us that he
tends to wear his helmet
otherwise his hair would be all
over the place at the end of the
journey. The funeral director can
The Ontario Guzzi Riders

often be seen sitting on the back
of the bike, but the pillion seat
can also be taken by a member of
the deceased’s family, should they
so wish.
Paul insists that family members
wear a crash helmet when riding
pillion, as, understandably, their
minds are not on the riding of the
bike.
It was now my turn to ride a
sidecar hearse. All outﬁts are
ﬁtted with leading link forks. The
later ones are ﬁtted with Wasp
forks, as will all the future ones
be.
I was riding a Triumph outﬁt
with a 900 cc engine. This is the
last outﬁt Paul ever ﬁtted out
with non-Wasp forks.
This is a similar size of outﬁt to
that which I rode when I rode my
friend’s Carmobile and Ariel
Square 4. He used to get the wife
and six children and the dog on
that outﬁt. Paul’s Triumph had
one advantage - it had much
better brakes!!
Paul rode his solo and lead the
way. The sidecar hearse handled
really well and was very stable.
This was the ﬁrst time that I had
ridden a Hinckley Triumph and
the engine went extremely well.
Paul obviously knew the area well
and we had a selection of twists
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I was told that the funeral
directors still have to supply their
own pallbearers, and a hearse or
limo for them to travel in.
Paul said that no-one should be
afraid to shop around for the best
price for a good service, and he is
quite happy to recommend
certain funeral directors.
Away from the serious side of his
business Paul is quite a humorous
chap. In his ﬁrm’s magazine,
“Hearse and Rider”, the question
was raised that booking a sidecar
hearse is no diﬀerent to booking a
horse-drawn carriage; the answer
was “Well almost, but you won’t
need to feed our driver. Or take a
shovel!” The church at Willesden
did not escape his humour either
- with large signs outside - for
example - A gun-wielding Clint
Eastwood with the words “Come
to Church – Make My Day” or
“Now Open on Sundays”.
How much does all this cost? I
felt his charges are very
reasonable for a bespoke service;
Paul explained that charges vary
according to what bike you want,
and could be reduced if you are
ﬂexible about this.
(US Patent number and
applications/sensible oﬀers for
manufacture and hire licenses are
welcome)
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• HUMOR • HUMOR • HUMOR • HUMOR • HUMOR •
Copper Wires
After having dug to a depth of 10 feet last year,
Toronto scientists found traces of copper wire
dating back 100 years and came to the conclusion
that their ancestors already had a telephone network
more than 100 years ago.
Not to be outdone by the Ontarian's, in the weeks
that followed, a Vancouver archaeologist dug to a
depth of 20 feet, and shortly after, a story published
in the Vancouver Province: "BC archaeologists, ﬁnding
traces of 130-year-old copper wire, have concluded that
their ancestors already had an advanced high-tech
communications network 30 years earlier than Ontario".
One week later, the Newfoundland Telegram in St
Johns, reported the following: "After digging as deep as
30 feet in his backyard in St John's, Newfoundland,
James Smith, a self-taught archaeologist, reported that he
found absolutely f--k all. James has therefore concluded
that 150 years ago, Newfoundland had already gone
wireless."
Just makes you bloody proud to be from
Newfoundland !
Stuttering Cat – as explained by a 4th grader…
A teacher is explaining biology to her 4th grade
students. “Human beings are the only animals that
stutter,” she says. A little girl raises her hand. “I had a
kitty-cat who stuttered.” The teacher, knowing how
precious some of these stories could become, asked
the girl to describe the incident.
“Well”, she began, “I was in the backyard with my kitty
and the Rottweiler that lives next door got a running start
and before we knew it, he jumped over the fence into our
yard!” “That must’ve been scary,” said the teacher. “It
sure was,” said the little girl. “My kitty raised her back,
went “Fﬀﬀf!, Fﬀﬀf!, Fﬀﬀﬀ!,” but before she could say
‘Fuck!’, the Rottweiler ate her!” The teacher had to
leave the room…
Blonde story
A blonde was swerving all over the road and driving
very badly, so she got pulled over by a cop. The cop
walked up to her window and asked, "Miss, why are
you driving so recklessly?"
The blonde said, "I'm sorry sir, but wherever I go, there's
always a tree in front of me and I can't seem to get away
from it!"
The cop looked at her and said, "Lady, that's your air
freshener!"
The Ontario Guzzi Riders
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Clean-cut Ellis multitool
gets straight to the point

Ultralight Mantis hiking hammock
is a one-kilogram tent killer

If you think the new Ellis multi-tool from The James
Brand appears a little on the simplistic side, that is very
likely the point from a toolmaker that likes to keep
things classy and clean. Packed neatly into its body is a
set of typical implements aimed at the common user,
which can be safely secured in place thanks to a
lockback design.

Less is certainly more when it comes to the weight of a
sleeping system for hiking adventures, and
ever-improving materials along with good ol' fashioned
human ingenuity keep opening up new ways to lighten
the load. At just over two pounds, the Mantis UL
all-in-one hammock tent is certainly at the more
manageable end of this spectrum, and promising simple
setup and supreme strength, should make for some
peaceful slumber above the ground and under the stars.

The Ellis doesn't look all that dissimilar to a USB stick
with its tools packed away. Its rectangular body
measures 3.5 inches (8.9 cm) long, extending to 6.1 in
(15.5 cm) with the stainless steel drop point blade
deployed. The blade itself is partially serrated for
broader slicing and dicing capabilities.

Kammok also claims it oﬀers the highest
strength-to-weight ratio, which it attributes to the use
of Levitas 20D nylon ripstop fabric as the primary
material, along with Python 10 ultralight straps made
from polyethylene ﬁber that are said to be 15 times
stronger than steel. All up, the hammock can support
guests weighing up to 300 lb (136 kg).

The body is made from anodized aluminum and
features a lockback mechanism on the spine to hold the
tools in place when in use, or when they need to be
safely stowed away. This includes the steel blade, but
also tucked inside is a combination multi-type
screwdriver and bottle opener.

The various elements come inside a neat stuﬀ sack
measuring around six inches (15 cm) both tall and
wide, and can apparently be pieced together in as little
as 60 seconds at camp. With no knots or poles to speak
of, the Python straps can simply be wrapped around a
pair of trees between 13 and 18 feet apart (4 and 5.5 m)
and hooked up to the hammock's ends with carabiners.

At the other end of the tool is a discreet scraper and
prybar combo, along with a bail loop for ﬁxing the tool
to your keys, belt loop, carabiner or a backpack.
Designed for both left and right handers, the Ellis
multi-tool has a total weight of 2.8 oz (80 g) and comes
in black, silver or a hyper-green color called Electric
Moss.
For more information:
https://thejamesbrand.com/stories/the-ellis

Through its Kickstarter campaign for the Mantis UL,
Kammok is also oﬀering a slightly heavier, but slightly
cheaper variant, which uses Gravitas 40D ripstop nylon
for the hammock material and tips the scales at two
pounds and 12 ounces (1.2 kg).

The new Ellis multi-tool from The James Brand is
priced at $99

Pledges for this start at US$185, while the ultralight
version starts at $215.

(Credit: The James Brand)

A $495 version includes a pillow and down quilt that
zips to the underside for the colder months.

The Ontario Guzzi Riders
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JOHN HAROLD HAYNES
THE MAN BEHIND HAYNES MANUALS
HAS DIED

Regarding all the rumors about Wheelsport of
Ottawa, well... they are still negotiating with
Piaggio.

John Harold Haynes, the man who created the
ﬁrst Haynes manual for home mechanics and
ultimately founded a DIY publishing empire, has
died.

However, I got this answer from Jim Kolman

Almost any handy motorcyclist is familiar with
Haynes, even if they don’t own one of his
manuals.

We continue to carry and sell Moto Guzzi.
I myself love the product.

Most common models from the 1970s through
the early 2000s had a matching Haynes manual
published, giving step-by-step breakdown and
rebuilding instructions. They were often easier to
understand than oﬃcial factory manuals, being
written for the home user and not a trained
mechanic.

The Distributor Piaggio is not in the loop
and slow with parts, service and warrantee.
Customers are sometimes frustrated with
wait times and then we get the ﬂack.
As a result our inventory is lower than it
should be.
Piaggio needs to improve their ﬂoor plans
and realize that they are not in the same
position as the Japanese big four.

That was Haynes’ strategy from the very start of
his publishing career in the 1960s, when he started
writing manuals for British sports cars after
realizing the oﬃcial how-to guides were
insuﬃcient. The branch into the motorcycle scene
came later.

Moto Guzzi is a special type of motorcycle
with a long history and caters to a special
kind of riders who admire and love the feel
and look of Italian bikes and I am one of
them.

Haynes also founded the Haynes International
Motor Museum in the UK, with a collection of
more than 400 vintage and modern cars and
motorcycles. Haynes also served as chairman of
the Haynes Publishing Group until 2010.

Jim Kolman
Now regarding the oﬃcial position of the
Moto Guzzi Rep on this matter, he could not
comment.

John Harold Haynes, OBE, died February 8,
2019, at 80 years old.

So far we are dealing with rumors and as
such, they must not be taken seriously.
Let’s enjoy our bikes and have fun for
now...

The Ontario Guzzi Riders

With more than 200 million Haynes manuals
published over the decades, his inﬂuence on home
mechanics everywhere is unimaginable.
His full obituary is available at Haynes.com.
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Coming
soon
to your
Mailbox
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First Edition
Spring 2017 -2018
Summer 2017 - 2018
Fall 2017 - 2018
Winter 2017 - 2018
and
4 Special Editions
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St. Thomas, On.

34th ABC RALLY

May 17 - 20, 2019

34th ABC RALLY
The Forest City Motorrad Club of Southwestern Ontario will be hosting its 32nd rally at the
Springwater Conservation Area, in S.W. Ontario on May 17 - 20, 2019.
The Rally is located on Springwater Road, approximately 3 km south of Orwell (on Hwy 3), and
east of St. Thomas, Ontario (N 42°45’01” W 81°02’00”).
Admission is $60 (to be confirmed) and all motorcyclists are welcome! This includes three
nights of camping, showers, continuous coffee, campfire and door prizes.
• Friday has 4:00 p.m. setup and biker stew (contribute a can).
• Saturday’s dice run (win a motorcycle jacket), is followed by an evening barbecue and
entertainment.
• Sunday, tour Elgin County and take a wine tour.
• Monday, cleanup and farewells.
Contact:
Rich Stevenson, JOHNNYDUNDAS@GMAIL.COM
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NEW YORK MOTO
GUZZI RALLY
Jul 12 to Jul 14, 2019

RALLY IN THE ADIRONDACKS.
Place: Sugar Loaf Mountain Inn, 152 Bryant Siding Road, Mountain View, New York 12969.
Bowen and Julie Morris, 518-483-1144. Email: sugarloafbub@gmail.com.
Rally fee $50 for Friday and Saturday dinners and two nights camping.

Please register so we’ll know how much food to order.
Send your rally fee to: MGNOC State Rep, Keith Smith, 584 Keese Mills Road, Paul Smiths, New York 12970.
For more information: 518-327-3006 or email: goosedown@roadrunner.com.
The Ontario Guzzi Riders
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ONTARIO GUZZI RIDERS
2019 WEST NIPISSING
RALLY
August 23rd to 25th
GPS
46 19 33 N
-81 49 46 W

at the Joli Voyageur Resort and Campground
95 Caron Road, Lavigne, just down the road beside the Lavigne Tavern
ALL MAKES WELCOME

Pre-registration fee $28USD or $35 CAD
At the gate rally fee $45 CAD

Includes Saturday hot breakfast and dinner and Sunday early continental breakfast.
Friday evening is Tavern night with burgers and brats and free musical entertainment.
Awards, door prizes, campfire, group rides and 50/50 draw.
Accommodation separate. Camping $15 per night at the JV. Cabins available at the JV
and other nearby sites. See website for details: www.jolivoyageur.com (705)-594-2813
Please, please, please pre-register. It helps us make it better for you.
Pre-register through the website at www.ontarioguzziriders.com via PayPal, or cheques
to Phil Tunbridge, 89 Lougheed Road, Barrie, Ontario, L4N 8E1 (705)-722-3312
The Ontario Guzzi Riders
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Memories
How many of you guys have pictures like this one?
Many... Why, because we like to take snapshots of our adventures.
But many amongst us cannot enjoy these relaxing trips, for all kind of good reasons
(family, kids, work, money, illness, age, etc…). So how about sharing your adventures
with the rest of us? I need your input, I need your stories and your pictures.
This newsletter is yours and without your input we are going nowhere.
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